Abstract. We study the properties of ultra-compact spherically symmetric dark matter sector star objects, being the solution of Einstein equations with two U(1)-gauge fields. One of them is the ordinary Maxwell field, while the auxiliary gauge field pertains to the hidden sector, and mimics the properties of dark matter. The visible and hidden sectors are coupled by a kinetic mixing term with a coupling constant α. We also investigate the possibility of condensation of charged scalar field around the reflecting dark matter star object. It happens that dark matter sector, both dark matter charge and coupling constant, cause shrinking of the star radius for which the condensation may occur.
Introduction
The pursuit for an illusive ingredient of our Universe constituting over 23 percent of its mass, nonbaryonic dark matter, authorizes of the most important topic of the astronomy and physics [1] . Dark matter builds a thread-like structure of the so-called cosmic web being a scaffolding for the ordinary matter to accumulate [2, 3] . For the first time Hubble Space Telescope, revealed images of the structure in question, a giant filament of dark matter, being the part of the comic web extending from one of the most massive galaxy clusters MACS J071 [3] .
The contemporary understanding of the creation of structures in the Universe, the so-called ΛCDM model, envisages that galaxies are embedded in extended massive halos composed of dark matter. They are surrounded by smaller dark matter sub-halos, which are large enough to accumulate gas and dust and form satellite galaxies, orbiting around the host ones. However, smaller galaxies can be circled by much smaller sub-halo dark matter satellites, almost invisible to telescopes [4] . It can be concluded that in the proximity of the Milky Way we can suppose that such kind of structures may also exist.
On the other hand, dark matter interaction with the Standard Model particles is one of the main theoretical investigations of the particle physics in the early stages of our Universe [5, 6] . Several new types of fundamental particle have been claimed as candidates for dark matter sector, which are expected to interact with nuclei in suitable detecting materials on Earth. It was claimed only by the DAMA collaboration [7, 8] that they observed modulation in the rate of interaction events in their detectors which might be the trace of dark matter sector. Several groups want to reproduce the DAMA results but in vain [9] . This situation triggers the discussion concerning the composition, interaction with ordinary matter, the self-interaction and the possible ways to discriminate between various models of dark matter [10] .
One also tries to implement physics beyond the Standard Model for the explanation of dark matter non-gravitational interactions. This fact resurgences interests in gamma rays emissions coming from dwarf galaxies, possible dilaton-like coupling to photons caused by ultra-light dark matter, and oscillations of the fine structure constant [11] - [13] . The Earth experiments are also exploited for the detection of possible low-energy mass of dark matter sector, especially in e + e − colliders [14] . BABAR detector set some energy range for dark photon production, i.e., 0.02 < m < 10.2GeV , but in vain. No significant signal has been observed. However the new experiments are planned to cover the energy region 15 ≤ m ≤ 30MeV . Recently, the revision of the constraints on dark photon with masses below 100MeV was proposed based on the observation of supernova 1987A event [15] . Collisions among galaxy clusters can also provide new tools for testing non-gravitational forces acting on dark matter [16] .
Collapse of neutron stars and emergence of the first star generations can deliver some other hints for these researches in question [17] - [19] . The existence of dark matter can affect black hole growth during the early stages of our Universe. The numerical studies of dark matter and dark energy collapse and their interactions with black holes and wormholes were investigated in [20, 21] .
Because of the absence of evidences for the most popular particle candidates for dark matter, it was claimed the growing sense of 'crisis' in the dark matter particle community, and necessity of diversifying the experimental efforts. The efforts in question should accomplish upcoming astronomical surveys, gravitational wave observatories, to deliver us some complimentary information about the dark matter sector [1] .
Dark matter model
Having all the above arguments in mind, we shall examine the problem of the influence of dark matter on the properties of spherically symmetric static charged star-like solution. In our research we shall consider the model of dark matter sector in which the additional U(1)-gauge field is coupled to the ordinary Maxwell one. The action describing Einstein-Maxwell dark matter gravity yields [22, 23] 
where
is the ordinary Maxwell field while B µν = 2∇ [µ B ν] stands for the auxiliary U(1)-gauge field mimicking the dark matter sector coupled to Maxwell one. The coupling constant is denoted by α. Predicted values of α-coupling constant, being the kinetic mixing parameter between the two U(1)-gauge fields, for realistic string compactifications range between 10 −2 and 10 −16 [24] - [27] . It turns out that astrophysical observations of 511 eV gamma rays [28] , experiments detecting the electron positron excess in galaxies [29, 30] , as well as, possible explanation of muon anomalous magnetic moment [31] , strongly advocate the idea of dark matter sector coupled to the Maxwell one. Moreover, the kinetic mixing term between ordinary boson and relatively light one (the dark one) arising from U(1)-gauge symmetry connected with a hidden sector, may cause a low energy parity violation [32] . The low energy gauge interaction in the hidden sector may manifest itself by the Higgs boson decays, and a relatively light vector boson with mass m ≥ 10GeV can be produced [33] . The presented model has also its justification in string/M-theory, where the mixing portal (term which couples Maxwell and the additional U(1)-gauge field) arises in open string theory. Both gauge states are supported by D-branes separated in extra dimensions [34] , in supersymmetric Type I, Type II A, Type II B models, where the massive open strings stretch between two D-branes. The massive string/brane states existence connect the different gauge sectors.
The other cognizance of the above scenario can be achieved by M2-branes wrapped on surfaces which intersect two distinct codimension four orbifolds singularities. It happened that the natural generalization can be carried out in M, F-theory and heterotic string models.
In the considered action (1.1) the auxiliary gauge field is connected with some hidden sector [34] . For the first time such a model was introduced [35] , in order to describe the existence and subsequent integrating out of heavy bi-fundamental fields charged under the U(1)-gauge groups. In general, such kind of terms emerge in the theories having in addition to some visible gauge group, the other one in the hidden sector. Such scenario is realized e.g., in compactified string or M-theory solutions generically possess |it hidden sectors which contain the gauge fields and gauginos, due to the various group factors included in the gauge group symmetry of the hidden sector.
The hidden sector in the low-energy effective theory contains states which are uncharged under the the Standard Model gauge symmetry groups. They are charged under their own groups and interact with the visible ones via gravitational interaction. We can also think out other portals to our visible sector [36, 37] . For the consistency and supersymmetry breaking [38] , the realistic embeddings of the Standard Model in E8 × E8 string theory, as well as, in type I, IIA, or IIB open string theory with branes, require the existence of the hidden sectors.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 1 we give some introduction to the presented model of dark matter sector. In section 2 we present the direct derivation of static spherically symmetric solution of Einstein -dark matter equations of motion. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of dark matter charged fluid sphere, while in section 4 we derive the bound on the gravitational mass and charges for a stable dark matter compact star-like object. In section 5 we considered the problem of hair growing of charged under visible sector scalar field, on the ultra-compact reflecting star. In section 6 we concluded our investigations.
2 Ultra-compact charged star-like object in hidden sector
In this section we consider the spherically symmetric static solution of Einstein dark matter sector equations of motion, being a model of ultra-compact charged dark matter star-like object.
The components of energy momentum tensor defined as T µν = −δ S/ √ −gδ g µν , devoted to Maxwell, dark matter U(1)-gauge field and the mixture of them, may be written as
where the adequate energy momentum tensors are given by
In what follows we suppose that the existence of t-component of the gauge field potentials
where Q is the ordinary Maxwell charge while Q d is connected with dark matter sector. The line element of spherically symmetric spacetime implies
Having in mind (2.5) and (2.6), the (t t) and (r r) components of Einstein equations G µν = T µν , are provided by 8) where the total charge Q 2 c = Q 2 + Q 2 d + αQQ d , the prime denotes taking derivative with respect to r-coordinate. Consequently, analyzing the above equations, we draw a conclusion that λ (r) = −φ (r), and the metric tensor component yields
where M is the total gravitational mass and Q c the total charge, measured by the observer at future timelike infinity.
Dark matter charged fluid sphere
This section will be devoted to the examination of the charged dark sector fluid sphere and the Tolmann-Openheimer-Volkov (TOV) equation for the object under inspection. In order to derive the relativistic hydro and electro-dark matter dynamic equation for the charged sphere let us consider the action for visible and hidden sector U(1)-gauge fields with current sources. It is provide by the relation of the form as
Varying the underlying action with respect to the adequate gauge fields we arrive at the following equations of motion
It can be shown that for the Maxwell field it implies
and on the right-hand side we get currents responsible both for visible and dark matter sector. The adequate components of the energy momentum tensor imply
Moreover, for the charged sphere we shall consider perfect fluid component of the energy momentum tensor. It yields
where p(r) is the fluid pressure while ρ stands for the total mass density of the sphere in question.
Having in mind that the considered ultra compact object has the spherical symmetry, the elaborated electric Maxwell field ought to posses the radial symmetry. Just the electromagnetic strength tensor will be of the form as F rt = E(r). Then using equation (3.4) we get the following relation:
where Q c (F, B)(r) yields 10) while the currents for the mixture of Maxwell and dark matter fields is written in the form as follows:
with the adequate coefficients α 1 = 2/α and α 2 = α/α. Using the Einstein equation (tt)-component provided by the equation 12) we arrive at the final expression for the metric tensor component describing dark sector ultra compact charged sphere of a radius r
where we set
m(r) stands for the interior mass accumulated in a sphere of r-radius. It will be also necessary to introduce the notion of gravitational mass. To commence with, let us match the exterior and interior solutions of the considered field equations. Namely at the distance R = r, we have equality 15) which provides the explicit relation for gravitational mass M at the distance equal to R
Just the definition of gravitational mass at any radius r implies
All the above lead to the conclusion that the gravitational mass will modify the metric function e −2λ (r) . Now, consequently with the help of the aforementioned notion, we obtain that the following relation: 18) where the metric component depends on the gravitational mass and the total (Maxwell and dark matter charges) of the examined sphere.
TOV equation
In order to find the Tolmann-Oppenheimer-Volkov equation for the dark sector ultra-compact charged star we have to use the conservation of the energy momentum tensor, ∇ µ T µν = 0. Namely having in mind this relation ∇ r T r r (F, 20) 4 Bound on the gravitational mass and charge of stable dark matter sector compact object
In this section we look for the upper bound on gravitational mass for given radius and total charge, for the ultra-compact dark matter sector star objects. It turns out that following the procedure presented in [39, 40] , after some algebra, one can get almost the same result. Namely for sphere of radius r the inequality implies
On the other hand, in order to derive the inequality for the case when r ≥ R, let us suppose that ψ k = m g (r) + r 3 p(r) − Q 2 c (r)/4r is a sequence of regular solutions with support in the range [R k , R] of the Tolmann-Oppenheimer-Volkov equation (3.20) . Moreover, we suppose that lim k→∞ R k /R = 1. Then, following the steps presented in [40] , one arrives at the inequality among M, R, Q c valid for the exterior solution of the Einstein equations with two U(1)-gauge fields. Namely, it implies
However, an interesting problem was suggested in [41] , i.e., it was posed a question if the addition of some characteristics of horizonless object could improve the upper bound on its gravitational mass. The refinement of the bounds derived in [40] was presented in [41] .
On the other hand, geodesic motion determines important features of the spacetime and objects in it. Namely, null unstable geodesics are closely connected with the appearance of a compact object visible by the external observer. They are also bounded with the characteristic modes of black holes, i.e., computing the Lyapunov exponent one can prove that, in the eikonal limit, quasi-normal modes of black holes are determined by parameters of the circular null geodesics [42] . Circular geodesics are of special interests. For example in Kerr spacetime the binding energy of the last stable circular timelike geodesics is related to gravitational binding energy that can be radiated to infinity. This fact can be implemented to the estimation of a spin of astrophysical black objects through observations of the accretion discs surrounded the compact object in question [43] .
Circular null orbits ( photonspheres) were also analyzed in the background of a regular horizonless ultra-compact stars [41, 44] , where it was revealed that photonspheres attributed to the aforementioned objects possessed an upper bound expressed in terms of mass and charge.
To proceed further, let us discuss the upper bound of the gravitational mass allowed for the ultra-compact spherical dark matter sector star objects. To begin with, one finds that the Lagrangian describing the geodesics in the spacetime of dark matter ultra-compact star yields 2L = −e 2φ (r)ṫ2 + e 2λ (r)ṙ2 + r 2θ 2 + r 2 sin θφ 2 ,
where the dot means taking derivate with respect to the proper time. We shall restrict our considerations to the equatorial orbits. Then, following the methods of classical mechanics, the generalized momenta with respect to the coordinates (t, r, φ )
where the constants E and L are attributed to the total energy and orbital momentum of the system, respectively. The Legendre transformation leads to the Hamiltonian of the form
If ε = 0, one obtains null geodesics, whereas ε = 1 we have to do with the timelike ones. Consequently from equation (4.5) we get
The right-hand side of the above relation authorizes the effective potential which will be denoted by V r (r).
The condition for the circular null orbits, V r = V r = 0, implies
which gives us the characteristic relation N(r = r c ) = 0, with the definition
One can see that the light rings of the spherically symmetric ultra-compact dark matter sector object, which line element is provided by (2.6), are characterized by the functional (4.8). The dimensionless function N(r) determines the discrete radii of the null circular geodesics of the spacetime in question. It has the following boundary conditions
The above feature implies that spherically regular horizonless compact objects are characterized by an even number of null circular geodesics. Let us remark that in [45, 46] it is derived that horizonless matter configurations having a light ring must have pairs of them. For such regular configurations one of the closed light ring is stable. However, there is an exception to this rule, i.e., the spherical symmetric case being subject to the equation ∼ r c (ρ + p T ) = 1, where r c is the radius of the light ring and p T tangential pressure, we have odd number of the light rings [47] . For the exterior region of the ultra-compact object in question, one has that
Further suppose that the spatially regular charged dark matter sector compact object, has the external light ring for r c > R. Inspection of the equations (2.9) and (4.8) reveals that
which gives us the stronger bound for mass and the total charge. Namely, we arrive at the condition
Let us analyze the derived condition for the specific choice of the charges from visible and hidden sectors. Namely, if
The larger α one takes into account, the smaller value of the ratio we get. On the other hand, when Q d = β Q and α = const, we obtain
Just the bigger multiplying factor β one takes, the smaller value of Q/M we have.
In principle the presence of the light ring outside the surface of a spherically regular horizonless compact star object, may cause the appearance of the another light ring which is included inside the outer one. It was revealed [48] that the existence of the inner stable null circular geodesic, might show that the ultra-compact object under consideration was nonlinearly unstable to perturbations massless fields. Therefore we draw a conclusion that spherically symmetric horizonless spacetimes describing a compact object within the theory with dark matter sector has to have no light rings. It implies that the lower on the radii of the stable dark matter star-like object yields
Having in mind the exact form of the total charge, from (4.15), one can remark that the radius of ultra-compact dark matter sector star object will be smaller that this without hidden sector. One has that the larger dark charge Q d (M, Q, α = const) we consider, the smaller radius one obtains. Consequently, if we assume that mass and the charges of the object are constant, and the bigger value of α one takes, the smaller radius of ultra-compact dark matter sector we receive.
Scalar hair on dark matter compact star
The no-hair theorem for asymptotically flat horizonless neutral compact star being subject to the reflecting boundary conditions, with the influence of scalar field with potential, was derived in [49] . Then the problem was elaborated in [50] , implementing the spacetime with a positive cosmological constant. The case of the massless scalar field non-minimally coupled to gravity was studied in [51] .
On the other hand, the charged reflecting sphere influenced by scalar field was examined in [52] , while the analytical formulae for the discrete spectrum of star radii were revealed in [53] . It turns out that the low frequency scalar perturbations in the spacetime of a black hole in a box can lead to the superradiant instability, as well as, formation of a quasi-local hair [55] . It is believed that box boundary may enforce fields to bounce back and trigger the condensation around the black object. This kind of a problem was analyzed in the case of scalar field configurations near charged compact reflecting star [56] , where the lower and upper bounds for the radii of the object were provided.
Model of scalar field configuration
To find out the possibility of formation of the scalar hair we start our considerations with the following action:
where the covariant derivative is given by D = ∇ µ − qA µ . q and µ are respectively charge and mass of the scalar field ψ(r). The scalar field in question is charged with respect to visible sector. For the brevity of further notation we rename the left-hand side of the relation (2.9), i.e., e −2λ (r) = f (r). Moreover, for the convenience of numerical calculations we also rescale charges in the line element describing dark matter charged static line element
where the subscript (i) denotes charges bounded with visible and hidden sectors.
Having in mind the form of the action (5.1), we get equation of motion for the scalar field, δ S/δ ψ = 0, which is provided by
Its explicit for the static background implies the second order ordinary differential equation of the form as follows:
where prime denotes derivative with respect to r-coordinate. It can be noticed that the relation (5.4) reveals the scaling symmetry of its parameters. Namely, one has that
In order to solve the differential equation we have to establish the adequate boundary conditions imposed on ψ(r). In what follows we implemet the reflecting boundary conditions, which means that at the surface of the dark matter star the scalar field will vanish, ψ(r s ) = 0. Moreover, one supposes that the timelike box boundary conditions should to be satisfied in the considered spacetime. It means that at r = r b the scalar field in question is reflected back, ψ(r b ) = 0. The function describing the scalar field has to have at least one extremum point in the range from r s to r b . At the aforementioned point the function ψ(r ext ) should satisfy the following conditions:
Following the procedure presented in [56] , we apply the transformationψ = √ rψ in the equation (5.4) and then collecting terms withψ derivatives, we use the extremum condition (5.6) in order to achieve the inequality valid for r = r extr
In the next step we check the monotonicity and the sign of each term on the right-hand side of the inequality, because of the fact that both f (r) and r f (r) are descending and greater than zero, and moreover left-hand side is a descending function for the distance greater than the radius of the star. Consequently, one concludes that
Neglecting the middle term we solve the inequality
treating µr s as the variable in the quadratic inequality. Finally it leads to the possible range where r s lies within. It is provided by
The lower bound is a Schwarzschild radius for charged dark matter sector black hole and the upper one is connected with the larger solution of the inequality (5.9).
Numerical results
Integrating from r s to r b , we numerically solve the ordinary differential equation (5.4) governing the motion of the scalar field ψ in the spacetime of ultra-compact dark matter star-like object. By virtue of the shooting method, we have found the adequate radius of the star surface r s , with previously set r b fulfilling the auxiliary condition ψ(r b ) = 0 on the second boundary. We perform our shooting by bisection method in the range derived from the maximum point analysis (5.10). The algorithm may find more than one value of r s , corresponding to the boundary condition in a given interval. If such situation takes place, we choose the largest solution. After obtaining solution of the equation of motion satisfying the aforementioned requirements, we shall investigate the influence of the dark matter charge and the coupling strength on the possibility of the scalar hair formation in the vicinity of ultra-compact star-like object. In figure 1 one depicts the value of ψ scalar field versus µr, for the fixed values of mass of the star and charges of visible and hidden sectors equal to 4. The physical parameters of the system have been normalized to µ due to the scaling symmetry (5.5). One can observe that the larger α-coupling constant we examine, the smaller radius of the hairy compact star we arrive at. The influence of dark matter causes that the condensation takes place for the smaller objects. On the other hand, the maximal value of ψ also depends on the α-coupling constant. If α increases the maximal value of the scalar field that form hair also grows.
To proceed further, let us take a closer look on the scenario when one of the charges dominates the other. We set one of them to Q (i) = 3 and plot the star radius for condensing scalar, for different values of the other kind of charge. In figure 2 the dependence of the star radius on the charges, the electric and the dark matter one, is envsaged respectively. One can see that increasing the charge forces the star to be smaller in order to hold the condensed scalar. Every curve separately shows similar parabolic behavior, but when we are aware of the coupling presence there are some differences to be spotted. The effect of the coupling is similar in the change of both charges. The splitting distance between line of interest and baseline scales more or less linear with α. Both plots tend to the same final value of r s when the charges are equal (Q = 3, Q d = 3) but the curves differ quantitatively. The initial value of r s from the left panel of figure 2 is smaller than the one from the right panel. In such a case the increase of Q d causes more steep drop of r s than in case of increasing Q.
The larger value of α-coupling constant we consider, the smaller µr s we get. This leads to the conclusion that the both charges result in shrinking the star radius so the scalar hair may occur.
The left panel of the figure 3 depicts the hairy star radius as a function of its mass. Adding the dark matter coupling to the system shrinks the obtained radius. A similar behavior is also shown on in the right panel of the figure 3, where the radius versus scalar field charge is plotted. Both of these plots are presented for equal charges Q = Q d = 4. 
Discussion and conclusions
In our paper we have studied the charged spherically horizonless solution of Einstein dark matter sector equation of motion, being the two U(1)-gauge theory in which the ordinary Maxwell field pertain to the visible sector while the auxiliary U1)-gauge field is responsible for the hidden one. The solution in question models the ultra-compact star-like object in the underlying theory. We have found the lower bound on the radius of the charged dark matter sphere, which takes place for any solutions satisfying the condition of pressure being less than the density of the object. However, it is possible to derive some refinement on the bound in question. Namely, the investigations of photonsphere in the background of the spherically symmetric ultra-compact dark matter sector star objects reveals the fact that it has an upper bound expressed in terms of the ADM mass and total charge, which in turn gives us some additional condition binding the total charge and mass.
Due to the fact that spherically symmetric horizonless ultra-compact star-like object may be unstable to perturbations of massless fields, we obtain another restriction on its radius. It turns out that the larger dark charge is considered, the smaller radius of the compact object we get. When the charge and mass of the dark matter object are constant, the increase of the α-coupling constant value, binding the hidden and visible sectors, causes the decrease of the radius of dark star.
We have also investigated the possibility of condensation of scalar field around compact reflecting stars in a box-boundary regime. The presented model includes the dark matter charge and its influence on the condensing scalar through the background metric. From every plot presented in this article we can conclude that the dark matter-electromagnetic field coupling decreases the largest star radius which is capable of holding hair. Moreover this effect is stronger when both charges are present in the system and when they are sufficiently large, so the mixing term makes significant contribution in the metric function. On the other hand the effective charge may not be too large so the square root in (5.10) remains real. We are aware of the restraints of the probe limit and that the problem requires a full study with back reaction and solving the Maxwell equations. Also it is interesting to see the stability of the scalar condensate when the charged dark matter would be dropping into the system in a time-dependent approach. We take it as an inspiration to further research to be presented elsewhere.
